The "dark matter of life" describes microbes and even entire divisions of bacterial phyla that have evaded cultivation and have yet to be sequenced. We present a genome from the globally distributed but elusive candidate phylum TM6 and uncover its metabolic potential. TM6 was detected in a biofilm from a sink drain within a hospital restroom by analyzing cells using a highly automated single-cell genomics platform. We developed an approach for increasing throughput and effectively improving the likelihood of sampling rare events based on forming small random pools of single-flow-sorted cells, amplifying their DNA by multiple displacement amplification and sequencing all cells in the pool, creating a "mini-metagenome." A recently developed single-cell assembler, SPAdes, in combination with contig binning methods, allowed the reconstruction of genomes from these mini-metagenomes. A total of 1.07 Mb was recovered in seven contigs for this member of TM6 (JCVI TM6SC1), estimated to represent 90% of its genome. High nucleotide identity between a total of three TM6 genome drafts generated from pools that were independently captured, amplified, and assembled provided strong confirmation of a correct genomic sequence. TM6 is likely a Gram-negative organism and possibly a symbiont of an unknown host (nonfree living) in part based on its small genome, low-GC content, and lack of biosynthesis pathways for most amino acids and vitamins. Phylogenomic analysis of conserved single-copy genes confirms that TM6SC1 is a deeply branching phylum.
The "dark matter of life" describes microbes and even entire divisions of bacterial phyla that have evaded cultivation and have yet to be sequenced. We present a genome from the globally distributed but elusive candidate phylum TM6 and uncover its metabolic potential. TM6 was detected in a biofilm from a sink drain within a hospital restroom by analyzing cells using a highly automated single-cell genomics platform. We developed an approach for increasing throughput and effectively improving the likelihood of sampling rare events based on forming small random pools of single-flow-sorted cells, amplifying their DNA by multiple displacement amplification and sequencing all cells in the pool, creating a "mini-metagenome." A recently developed single-cell assembler, SPAdes, in combination with contig binning methods, allowed the reconstruction of genomes from these mini-metagenomes. A total of 1.07 Mb was recovered in seven contigs for this member of TM6 (JCVI TM6SC1), estimated to represent 90% of its genome. High nucleotide identity between a total of three TM6 genome drafts generated from pools that were independently captured, amplified, and assembled provided strong confirmation of a correct genomic sequence. TM6 is likely a Gram-negative organism and possibly a symbiont of an unknown host (nonfree living) in part based on its small genome, low-GC content, and lack of biosynthesis pathways for most amino acids and vitamins. Phylogenomic analysis of conserved single-copy genes confirms that TM6SC1 is a deeply branching phylum.
genome assembly | metagenomics | single-cell genomics | MDA | symbiotic bacteria B acteria that have not been obtained by conventional culturing techniques are the central target of single-cell sequencing (1), which is accomplished using multiple displacement amplification (MDA) (2-5) of genomic DNA to obtain sufficient template. We applied a high-throughput strategy to capture and sequence genomes of bacteria from a biofilm in a hospital sink including pathogens, such as the oral periodontal pathogen (Porphyromonas gingivalis) (6) and uncultivated members (this study). Despite the fact that a typical person spends ∼90% of their time indoors (7), our knowledge of the microbial diversity of the indoor environment has only recently begun to be explored using culture-independent methods (8, 9) . Biofilms within water distribution systems in particular are thought to be diverse microbial communities and potential reservoirs of disease-causing organisms in the indoor environment. Several pathogens including Escherichia coli, Legionella pneumophila (10-13), Vibrio cholerae (14) , and Helicobacter pylori (15, 16) have been detected in biofilms within water distribution systems. A recent 16S rRNA gene (abbreviated henceforth as 16S unless otherwise stated) molecular survey also revealed significant loads of Mycobacterium avium in showerhead biofilms (17) . Based on these findings, indoor environments can clearly serve as significant reservoirs of pathogenic bacteria, and therefore there is great interest in investigating the rare and abundant bacterial species within biofilms in these environments.
One approach to capture uncultivated bacteria is to isolate single bacterial cells by fluorescent activated cell sorting (FACS). The DNA of the sorted cells can then be amplified by MDA and screened for the presence of amplified bacterial genomes, typically by PCR and sequencing of the 16S (3). However, environmentally derived biofilms pose particularly difficult challenges because they can contain low overall cell numbers, and there are abundant inorganic and organic particulates present, which can contribute fluorescent signals that can be mistaken for bacteria. Less than 1% of the singlecell MDA reactions initially attempted in pilot studies were positive for 16S sequences, and therefore discovery of rare species was not statistically favored. Indeed, if a rare bacterial species "X" represents just 0.1% of cells in a sample, then sequencing 1,000 randomly selected cells would result in only a 37% chance of capturing a single cell from that particular species. However, if one generates pools consisting of 100 randomly selected single cells (mini-metagenome), then 10 pools would be sufficient to capture a cell of interest within one of the pools with the same probability but more eco-
Significance
This research highlights the discovery and genome reconstruction of a member of the globally distributed yet uncultivated candidate phylum TM6 (designated TM6SC1). In addition to the 16S rRNA gene, no other genomic information is available for this cosmopolitan phylum. This report also introduces a mini-metagenomic approach based on the use of high-throughput single-cell genomics techniques and assembly tools that address a widely recognized issue: how to effectively capture and sequence the currently uncultivated bacterial species that make up the "dark matter of life." Amplification and sequencing random pools of 100 events enabled an estimated 90% recovery of the TM6SC1 genome.
nomically. Thus this strategy, although attractive, faces two computational challenges: (i) assembling a mini-metagenome consisting of up to 100 genomes with highly nonuniform coverage and (ii) identifying contigs from the species of interest within a metagenome with high confidence. In this paper we focus mainly on the latter challenge as well as on the experimental techniques for generating mini-metagenomes from biofilms. The former computational challenge is addressed with simulated and real single-cell datasets in a separate publication (18) . By flow-sorting pools of 100 fluorescent detection events into 384-well plates, ∼19-60% were positive for bacterial DNA based on 16S compared with the 1% success rate previously obtained. Because there is no accurate way to determine the total number of cells that were in the original pool, the number of cells that lysed with the single lysis method used, and the number of resulting genomes successfully amplified, several species are assumed to be pooled together. Shotgun metagenomic sequencing of very highly diverse communities combined with methods for assembly and binning contigs has previously revealed genomes of uncultivated organisms including acidophilic members from a lowcomplexity biofilm community (19) , symbionts (20) , rumen hostassociated organisms (21) , marine group II Euryarchaeota (22, 23), as well as the candidate division (CD) designated WWE1 (24) . In addition, approaches leveraging metagenomic and single-cell datasets have enabled reconstruction of genomes from uncultivated marine organisms (25, 26) . Although recently developed assemblers (27) enhance sequencing of single cells, assembly of our MDAobtained metagenomes (of up to 100 different bacterial species in this case) is a more difficult computational problem, particularly because mixed cells feature even more nonuniform read coverage compared with single-cell sequencing, for example, due to differing GC content (percent of bases that are guanine or cytosine) between species (28, 29) .
A strategy we refer to as a "mini-metagenomic approach" was therefore used to capture low-abundance bacteria. Partial 16S sequences representing a member of the candidate phylum TM6 were recovered from three different wells, each a MDA-amplified pool of 100 events. The candidate phyla TM6 and TM7 were first identified by Rheims et al. (30) based on culture-independent molecular surveys and appear to include common, low-abundance members of microbial communities in diverse environments including domestic water sources. An assembly tool designed for coping with the wide variations in coverage from MDA samples, SPAdes (31) , was used to assemble the mini-metagenomes. Computational strategies were used to reconstruct and bin contigs representing genomes of individual species from the mixed genomes similar to published metagenomic methods, revealing a near complete genome for TM6. Single-cell whole-genome amplification techniques have previously allowed partial recovery of genomes from several elusive CD organisms: TM7 (32, 33) , OP11 (34) , and Poribacteria symbiotically associated with marine sponges (35) . In contrast, complete genomes of the Elusimicrobia (previously named the termite group 1 division) were recovered from amplification of pooled clonal single cells (36) . The mini-metagenomic approach in combination with single-cell assembly tools and contig binning methods that we used here resulted in the recovery of 1.07 Mb of a TM6 genome (TM6SC1) within only seven contigs. Analysis of core single-copy marker genes from these contigs resulted in a conservative estimate of 91% recovery for this TM6 genome. High nucleotide identity between a total of three TM6 genome drafts generated from pools that were independently captured, amplified, and assembled provided strong confirmation of a correct genomic sequence. From the genomic information available, this TM6 is likely a Gram-negative and facultatively anaerobic representative. Based on its small genome, adenine-thymine (AT) bias, and apparent lack of biosynthetic capability for most amino acids and vitamins, TM6 may represent an obligate community member or symbiont of an unknown host.
Results
Sampling and Sorting Cells from Biofilm Samples. We modified our single-cell genomic methods developed for marine samples (25, 27) and healthy human microbiome samples (gastrointestinal, oral, and skin) (1, 37) to acquire microbial genomes from biofilms in the indoor environment. The marine-derived samples contained relatively high bacterial content and were a rich source of single cells for FACS isolation and genomic sequencing, with about 20-30% of single-cell amplifications yielding a positive 16S (25, 27) . In contrast, FACS analysis of the untreated biofilm samples from this environment (indoor surface) was more challenging to analyze due to (i) the presence of autofluorescent nonbacterial particles that produced elevated background signals and (ii) difficulties in disrupting the intact biofilm to access individual cells. The typical success rate for capturing single cells from these difficult indoor environmental samples was roughly 1% (wells yielding a positive 16S). To address these issues, the biofilm sample was vortexed, filtered through a 5-μm filter, and concentrated to purify the bacterial fraction within a Nycodenz gradient (Methods) before FACS and DNA amplification by MDA. This processing raised the number of FACS-positive DNA-stained events within the bacterial size range to roughly 20% and the overall success rate of bacterial cell sorting to 18% based on sequencing of 16S PCR products derived from the MDA reactions. From the high-fluorescence gate, we sorted single events into a total of 416 wells, and to more fully capture the bacterial diversity as well as increase the odds of capturing low-abundance species in the sample, we also sorted multiple events into wells. A total of 128 wells received 20 events and another 128 wells received 100 events. In addition, 32 wells from a low-fluorescence gate in a defined forward scatter size range received 100 events (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). The overall success rate for a positive 16S sequence increased to 60% in these highfluorescent multievent wells and 19% for the wells that received low-fluorescence events.
Plates containing the sorted events were processed on an automated high-throughput single-cell platform (Methods and SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ) to amplify genomes by MDA and screen the amplified DNAs for 16S sequences. The relative abundance of various genera found in the 100-cell low-fluorescent sort and the parallel high-throughput single-cell and multiple-cell sort from the high-fluorescence population from this same sink biofilm sample are shown in Fig. 1 . Across all gated events, 232 total 16S sequences were within the domain Bacteria. Some of the most highly detected genera such as Acinetobacter and Sphingomonas are consistent with those found in microbial communities associated with drinking water distribution systems (17, 38, 39) . From the 32 wells with 100 low-fluorescent events in each, 6 wells produced a 16S sequence. Two wells contained an unclassified member of the genus Spirosoma at 91% sequence identity and 1 well a member of genus Afipia (97% identity). The final three wells contained nearly identical sequences (>99.5%), which had a maximum level of sequence identity to a previously deposited clone (GenBank accession no. GU368367 belonging to the CD TM6 at ∼94% identity). The three amplified DNAs containing the partial TM6 16S sequences were sequenced on the Roche 454 and Illumina GAIIx platforms.
Genome Assembly and Contig Identification. Three different assembly approaches were used to obtain the assemblies for these genomes. Due to the fact that there was no close reference genome for distantly related CD TM6, both unsupervised and supervised contig classification and binning approaches were then needed to confidently identify those contigs belonging to this organism. For assembly, we used one assembler designed for sequences of cultured cells (CLC) (www.clcbio.com) and two assembly tools specifically designed for data generated from single-cell MDA reactions:
Velvet-SC (27) and SPAdes (31) ( Table 1) . Previous studies (27, 31) demonstrated that the Velvet-SC and SPAdes assemblers are significantly better than Velvet (40) and SoapDenovo (41) in assembly of single-cell datasets because they are able to cope with the wide variations in coverage characteristic of MDA samples. SPAdes was further designed to cope with the elevated number of chimeric reads and read pairs characteristic of single-cell assemblies. For this TM6 study, more complete assemblies were obtained with SPAdes than with Velvet-SC or CLC by most assembly metrics ( Table 1 ). The SPAdes TM6 assembly showed remarkably superior results with respect to N50 and longest contig size (Table 1) , and, because this software has a low rate of assembly errors (31), it was chosen for this study.
A 273-kb contig in TM6 MDA2 with an average GC content of 36% contained a 16S rRNA gene with a flanking 23S. Taxonomic affiliations of the predicted protein sequences derived from this contig were assigned using the Automated Phylogenetic Inference System software (APIS) (42) , which generates a phylogenetic tree for each ORF in a genomic or metagenomic sample using homologous proteins from complete genomes. APIS classifies each ORF taxonomically and functionally based on phylogenetic position. APIS trees showed that the majority of ORFs of this 273-kb contig were very distantly related to any sequenced genome, consistent with the contig belonging to an uncharacterized organism such as CD TM6.
An independent metagenomic binning approach using an autonomous method, principal coordinate analyses (PCA) of the penta-nucleotide frequency, followed by k-means clustering, revealed a small grouping of contigs clustered near the putative TM6 contig. In a second independent approach for taxonomic classification of the contigs, MGTAXA, a software that performs taxonomic classification of metagenomic sequences with machinelearning techniques (http://andreyto.github.com/mgtaxa and http:// mgtaxa.jcvi.org), was used to classify the contigs. MGTAXA, which is also fundamentally based on the frequency of kmers, can allow users to input sequences as training sets to then further classify their own metagenomic sequences. Using the putative TM6 16S and 23S rRNA gene-containing contig as a training sequence, MGTAXA identified contigs (contigs of length >300 bp) with similar taxonomic classification (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ). Taxonomic affiliations of the non-TM6 contigs were dominated by Bacteriodetes (Sphingobacteriales) and Flavobacteriaceae (Chryseobacterium) (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ). Contigs identified as TM6 from the intersection of these independent approaches sharing a GC content of 36 ± 2% were chosen as the final set. Each approach was in general agreement for the final contig set that was originally identified using MGTAXA, providing confidence in the final contigs chosen. The nucleotide frequency approach identified eight additional contigs compared with MGTAXA, but these either deviated slightly from the expected GC (within ±5%) or were classified as belonging to Bacteriodetes by MGTAXA and/or APIS and were therefore excluded from the set. In the case of uncultivated genomes where there is no closely related reference genome, the identification and use of contigs containing a marker gene for the genome of interest (such as the 16S rRNA gene) is helpful to guide nucleotide frequency binning and critical for the effective grouping of contigs.
All three amplified TM6 SPAdes assemblies were processed as described above to yield draft TM6 genomes. MDA2 contained the largest TM6 assembly with 1,074,690 bp contained in seven contigs (Fig. 2) . Comparative genomic analyses on the three sets of contigs using ProgressiveMauve (43) and LAST alignments (44) confirmed that the assembled contigs of MDA1 and MDA3 were contained within MDA2 with highly conserved synteny (SI Appendix, Fig. S4) . At the nucleotide level, BLASTN comparisons on the concatenated contigs representing genome MDA2 (Fig. 2) indicate nearly identical assemblies. To further confirm the agreement between the MDA1, -2, and -3 TM6 contigs, all reads for each MDA were mapped to the MDA2 genome and SNP analyses were performed. The MDA2 TM6 genome recruited 33% (5.8 of 15 M), The number of contigs filtered by minimum sizes 110, 201, and 501 bp and the total number of contigs are shown. N50 (respectively, N75) is the largest contig size, L, such that at least 50% (respectively, 75%) of all bases in the assembly are contained in contigs of size at least L. Boldfaced values indicate the best of the three assemblers on that dataset in that metric, although metrics should not be considered in isolation.
64% (16.8 of 26 M) and 70% (16.9 of 24 M) of the reads for MDA1, MDA2, and MDA3, respectively (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 ). At a minimum, 10× coverage and a cutoff at 50% frequency, there were fewer than 20 SNPs identified (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 ). Unless stated, further analyses focus on only the assembled, binned, and annotated TM6 contigs from MDA2 (designated as TM6SC1).
Genome General Features. The coding density of the TM6SC1 assembly is relatively high at 89%, which includes the coding sequence (CDS) and RNA genes, and there is excellent fit to the expected number of CDS per genome size (based on plots of predicted CDS per genome size) (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 ). Analysis of conserved single-copy marker genes using a set of 111 genes (25) revealed that the assembly includes 101 of 111 genes (SI Appendix, Table S2 ), and thus a conservative estimate of genome completeness is 91% for this TM6 genome. In the recent singlecell genomic study describing a partial genome of 270 kb for CD OP11 (designated ZG1) (34) , roughly 45% of the 423 proteincoding genes had no function prediction (27% of those with no prediction were conserved hypothetical proteins with similarities in the databases, and 72% were hypothetical proteins unique to the ZG1 genome). The authors noted that several candidate division genomes shared a similar percentage of protein-coding annotated genes, e.g., 54% for CD TM7 (32) and 48% for CD WWE1 (24) compared with Escherichia coli K-12 (14%) and Bacillus licheniformis American Type Culture Collection 14580 (27%) (34) . ZG1 also has the lowest percentage (41%) of protein-coding genes assigned to clusters of orthologous groups (COGs) relative to genomes of other CDs (e.g., 53% for TM7, 63% for WWE1, and 80% for Elusimicrobia). The TM6 genome (Table 2 ) also has a low percentage of functionally annotated genes (43%) with 34% of these assigned to COGs. Based on these studies, it is clear that single-cell sequencing techniques can tap into diverse genomes with few similar ORF matches in existing databases, greatly expanding the known diversity.
Phylogenetic and Phylogenomic Analyses of Candidate Phylum TM6.
A large number of TM6-related 16S rRNA gene sequences have been identified from geographically varied sampling sites ( Fig. 3A and high resolution in SI Appendix, Fig. S7 ), which suggests that this phylum has a cosmopolitan distribution, although typically found at low relative abundance. Its ecological distribution (derived from published and unpublished studies that have deposited related sequences in GenBank) includes domestic water sources (17, 39, 45) , acidic cave biofilms, acid mine drainage biofilms (46) , wastewater biofilms (47), soil, contaminated groundwater and subsurface sites (48, 49) , aquatic moss, hypersaline mats, peat bogs, and peat swamps (30, 50) . These and additional environments where TM6 was detected in 16S rRNA gene clone libraries, including a number of biofilm-related samples, are highlighted in SI Appendix, Table S1 . Notably, only a few TM6 sequence signatures have so far been identified as associated with a human host (51) . We designate the clade that our TM6 16S fell within as TM6 clade I ( Fig. 3 A and B) because it also includes the 16S from a peat bog clone library that led to the designation of TM6 (30) . The name is derived from "Torf, Mittlere Schicht" ("peat, middle layer") (30) (Fig. 3B ). Candidate division TM7 was also first designated based on a sequence from that clone library. Interestingly, at the time of this study, the closest sequence in the National Center for Biotechnology Information nr database to our assembled TM6 genome is from a biofilm in a corroded copper water pipe (GenBank accession no. GU368367) (39) (Fig. 3B) . Several studies indicate that TM6 16S sequences are commonly detected in biofilms from domestic water systems (SI Appendix, Table S1 ). Five such sequences were discovered along with potential opportunistic pathogens in showerhead biofilms (17) . A recent study of a more than 20-y-old drinking water network that compared bacterial core communities in bulk water and associated biofilms revealed that the biofilm samples contained a unique community with no overlapping phylotypes with the bulk water samples (45) . TM6 represented 11% of the clones observed in these biofilms. Given the occurrence of TM6 organisms in biofilm communities and their apparent enrichment in biofilm samples, it is interesting to speculate that they may play a role in biofilm development or be dependent upon communal living. The number of identified candidate phyla within the domain Bacteria has grown from the 11 that were recognized in 1987 (52) , to 26 in 1998 (53) , to the most recent list of around 30 (www.arbsilva.de) (54) . Early phylogenetic identification of the bacterial candidate phyla, including TM6, was accomplished using 16S rRNA gene phylogeny (53, 55, 56) . In these studies, the TM6 sequences available did not find phylogenetic congruence with existing divisions and was designated as a phylum-level candidate division. Our goal was to resolve its phylogenetic position with the genome information now available. For this purpose we used the automated pipeline for phylogenomic analyses (AMPHORA2) that uses multiple marker gene analysis (57, 58) . We began with a set of 29 genes (of 31 supported by AMPHORA2) that could be identified in the TM6 genome and that were previously chosen based on their universality, low copy number, phylogenetic signal, and low rates of horizontal gene transfer (57) . These sequences were aligned and compared by using the AMPHORA2 seed alignment through a hidden Markov model (HMM). We masked the resulting alignments to remove poorly conserved regions using the AMPHORA2-supplied masks and concatenated them together to serve as input to Phyml. The resulting phylogeny showed that the TM6 sequences that were obtained in this study were representative of a deep-branching phylum that claded closest to the Acidobacteria and Aquificae phyla (Fig. 4 and SI Appendix, Fig. S9) . A similar topology, where 16S rRNA genes representative of TM6 were clading closest to the Acidobacteria phylum, was also observed when using the SSU-Align program (SI Appendix, previous 16S rRNA gene analyses (55, 56) . However, due to the more robust AMPHORA2 analyses where multiple marker genes with phylogentic signals were used, we propose that the TM6 phylum is most closely related to the Acidobacteria and Aquificeae phyla. Additional genomes will be needed to further refine this phylogenetic position.
Pathways and Processes. Due to the distant homology of TM6 proteins with existing genomes, only 43% of the protein-coding regions were functionally annotated (428 genes). As with many genomes of uncultivated species using single-cell genomic techniques, it is still possible to gain insight into the predicted metabolic abilities of TM6SC1 using the captured genomic information. In our case, having an estimated 91% of a genome, we are still cautious in our interpretation. The fact that we generated three separate sets of contigs that are nearly identical at the nucleotide level provides additional confidence in the functional interpretations based on presence or absence of key genes and operons but does not rule out the possibility that we are missing these from the three assemblies.
Cell-Wall Biogenesis and Pili. TM6SC1 contains evidence for a Gramnegative envelope including outer-membrane proteins Omp18, YaeT, RomA, and OmpH and outer-membrane-related genes homologous to the type II general secretion pathway (gspD, gspE, and gspG) as well as murJ (peptidoglycan lipid II flippase). There were very few genes that gave an indication of a possible phenotype, but there is some evidence that this organism may form a type of spore as it contains genes with homology to sporulation, the SpoIID/lytB domain, and SpoVG (SI Appendix, Table S3 ). An ability to form a spore-like feature (such as an endospore) is consistent with our enrichment of these organisms in the small, weakly fluorescent population (spores are typically of low-fluorescence profile). Only one gene with homology to flagellar genes was found (fliC), indicating that this organism may not be motile via flagella, although it is possible that it could be motile via a gliding motility using the type IV pili-related genes (pilA and pilB). The genome also encodes a sigma factor 54, which is a central transcriptional regulator in many bacteria and has been linked to a multitude of processes like nitrogen assimilation, motility, virulence (host colonization), and biofilm formation (59).
Energy Production and Conservation. The predicted metabolic pathways of TM6SC1 are shown in Fig. 5 . The genome retains a noncatalytic glycoside-binding protein, a lectin B chain, and a β-glucosidase, suggesting that TM6 can bind complex carbohydrates and perform extracellular hydrolysis of the cellulose-derived disaccharide cellobiose. Cellobiose can enter the bacterial cell either via a phosphoenolpyruvate-dependent phosphotransferase system or via protein-dependent ATP-binding-cassette (ABC) transporters; the latter were identified at several locations in the genome. β-Glucosidase acts on the glucose-β(1,4) linkage in cellobiose, which results in the production of β-D-glucose, the unphosphorylated substrate needed for the pentose phosphate pathway for which the genome harbors all enzymes. A putative sodium-dependent bicarbonate transporter and a carbonic anhydrase (EC 4.2.1.1), responsible for inorganic carbon (CO 2 ) uptake (60) and rapid interconversion of carbon dioxide and water to bicarbonate and protons, respectively, were also identified. Potentially, the latter two are used to remove CO 2 produced by the oxidative arm of the pentose phosphate pathway and to prevent acidification of the cytoplasm. Alternatively, a pathway for autotrophic carbon fixation unique to TM6 is possibly present. These features reflect an unexpected mixotrophic lifestyle that is unusual for bacteria with small genome sizes (61) . The genome contains only one enzyme from the glycolysis pathway, a phosphoglycerate mutase that catalyzes the conversion of 3-phosphoglycerate to 2-phosphoglycerate. It lacks any identifiable tricaboxylicacid-cycle enzymes but has a modified electron transport chain consisting of an F-type ATPase synthase, a protein disulfide reductase (DsbD), and five thioredoxin reductases that previously were identified as essential for aerobic growth of facultative anaerobic bacteria (62) . Thioredoxin reductases are known for acting on sulfur groups of electron donors with NAD + or NADP + as acceptors and for shuffling electrons from cytoplasm to periplasm without involvement of additional cofactors such as quinone. A demethylmenaquinone-which functions as a reversible redox component of the electron transfer chain, mediating electron transfer between hydrogenases and cytochromes in anaerobic conditions-was identified; however, both of these proteins are absent. Another gene that indicates TM6's potential to grow anaerobically is the nitrogen fixation protein (nifU) gene that is responsible for Fe-S cluster as-sembly and functions as an electron transfer component. No other nif genes were identified, and hence nitrogenase activity, which requires additional genes (e.g., NifH, NifS, NifV), is unlikely. Instead, it seems likely that Fe-S clusters are synthesized for a coproporphyrinogen III oxidase (HemN), the only protein that appears to use this cofactor. The remainder of the heme synthesis pathway appears to be missing; thus hemN may be used to scavenge porphyrins. Also, a V-type pyrophosphate-energized proton pump that can generate a proton motive force (PMF) or use an existing PMF to drive pyrophosphate synthesis such as in acidic environments is present. The genome harbors manganese and iron superoxide dismutases but no catalase for H 2 O 2 degradation. However, it has two peroxidase enzymes, which derive electrons from NADH 2 to reduce peroxide to H 2 O. The genome also encodes a putative copper ion transporter ATPase for copper efflux, which also can prevent oxidative stress in aerobic conditions. Together, these features suggest that TM6SC1 is a facultative anaerobic bacterium able to generate energy from organic carbon sources with a modified electron transport chain adapted for both aerobic and anaerobic conditions. Biosynthesis of Amino Acids, Nucleotides, and Coenzymes. Evidence for the capacity for de novo synthesis of amino acids is currently absent in the assembled genome because it contains only a few enzymes (e.g., glycine hydroxymethyl transferase) that can be used to synthesize serine, glycine, and cysteine only from intermediate metabolites (Fig. 5) . Also, a glutamine-fructose-6-phosphate transaminase is present and has the potential to catalyze the formation of glutamate. Several amino peptidases that catalyze the cleavage of amino acids of proteins or peptide substrates were identified (e.g., pepA, pepM16, methionyl aminopeptidase). In addition, cotransporting proteins such as sodium/proline and sodium/alanine symporters were present, suggesting that proline and alanine can be imported from the environment. Taken together, these results suggest that TM6 relies on energy-saving salvatory pathways including peptidase activity and amino acid import. The same pattern is observed for pyrimidine and purine biosynthesis as the required enzymes for synthesis of the building block inosine 5′-monophosphate from inosine are absent, which excludes the potential for de novo synthesis. However, several enzymes with the capacity to both catabolize and synthesize ADP, GDP, ATP, GTP, dATP, and dGTP are present. The coenzyme vitamin K epoxide reductase (involved in vitamin K recycling), the NADP+ reducer glycerol-3-phosphate-NADP dehydrogenase, and the pyridoxamine 5′-phosphate oxidase (which catalyzes the biologically active form of vitamin B 6 ) were identified as electron carriers. The genome also harbors a symporter for sodium/panthothenate (vitamin B 5 ), showing that this essential vitamin is unlikely to be synthesized de novo as in many other bacterial species (63) .
We also applied less stringent comparison rules than were applied by the automated annotation to address the unclassified ORFs. We manually reannotated representative "unclassified" ORFs that were located around interesting gene signatures and that might possibly correspond to horizontal gene transfer events (e.g., phage signatures and short sequence repeats) (SI Appendix, Table S3 ). The amino acid sequences of these ORFs were manually compared with existing protein sequences by using BLASTP with a low stringency. This resulted in identification of several genes coding for proteins broadly classified as involved in virulence. In addition, a number of potential archaeal genes were also identified (SI Appendix, Table S4 ).
Discussion
We have demonstrated a mini-metagenomic approach based on single-cell genomic sequencing methodology, to be used with deep sequencing and downstream assembly methods optimized for MDA samples, with the aim of reconstructing genomes from small pools of cells. Using this approach, a near complete genome of a member of the low-abundance yet globally distributed candidate phylum TM6 was recovered in a biofilm from a hospital sink. Previous studies have identified TM6 using a phylogenetic marker (16S rRNA gene) in a number of diverse environments with a global distribution. They appear to be low-abundance members of many microbial communities including those in domestic water sources such as drinking water distribution systems (45) and showerhead biofilms (17) . At the time of this study, the closest sequence in the National Center for Biotechnology Information nr database to our assembled TM6 genome is from a biofilm in a corroded copper water pipe (GenBank Fig. 5 . Predicted metabolic pathways of phylotype TM6SC1. Predicted ABC transporters (e.g., amino acid importers, nucleotide/nucleoside importers, divalent ion importers) (red) as well as a cellobiose importer (orange). ATP-driven transporters are indicated by the ATP hydrolysis reaction. The copper ion transporting P-type ATPase is proposed to serve as both uptake and efflux systems, which is shown by a bidirectional arrow. Several protein-secretion components belonging to the type II secretion pathway; GSP and Sec proteins were identified as well as five prepilin related domains and a type IV pilB ATPase (green). A modified electron transport chain was also identified consisting of seven thioredoxins and five thioredoxin reductases, a V-type pyrophosphatase, an F-type ATPase synthase, and a protein disulfide reductase (DsbD) (blue). Thiolperoxidases (Bcp and bacterioferretine-like), superoxide dismutases (manganese and iron), were identified as cytosolic and periplasmic enzymes protecting against oxidative stress. A β-glucosidase that catalyzes the formation of β-D-glucose from disaccharides (e.g., cellobiose) was identified as well as all enzymes involved in the pentose phosphate pathway. However, other enzymes (e.g., enzymes from the Calvin cycle or the citric acid cycle) involved in the conversion of 3-glyceraldehyde-3-P could not be identified. Enzymes for de novo synthesis of amino acids were absent, however several amino acid importing membrane proteins (ABC transporters), and 14 cytosolic and proteolytic peptidases were identified, indicating that TM6 has a high capacity for amino acid scavenging. accession no. GU368367) (39), supporting our discovery of this organism in a sink drain biofilm.
From one of our pooled samples, we reconstructed a draft genome (1.07 Mb in seven contigs) for this species of TM6 that we designated TM6SC1. As with many genomes of currently uncultivated organisms that have been recovered with single-cell or metagenomic approaches, the genome of TM6 presented here is only a portion of the whole, and this makes interpretations difficult to confirm or refute without more genomes or an actual isolate. The near perfect nucleotide identity between a total of three independently amplified and assembled samples, however, provided strong confirmation of a correct genomic sequence for the portion of the genome recovered. An analysis of the conserved single-copy genes using a set of 111 genes (25) revealed that the assembly included 101 of the 111 genes and thus an estimated 91% recovery of the TM6 genome.
From the available genes that were assembled and functionally annotated, TM6 is cautiously a Gram-negative and facultative anaerobe. The predicted genome size of TM6 falls within the range of some of the smallest sequenced bacteria that are predominantly symbionts. This raises the question as to whether TM6 might be a free-living organism or has formed a symbiotic relationship with unknown host. The TM6 genome is in general agreement with some of the characteristics of symbionts reported to date. These features include reduced genome size, AT bias, and loss of biosynthetic pathways (64, 65) . In particular, amino acid biosynthetic genes are often lost in obligate symbiotic bacterial genomes (obligate host pathogens and obligate endosymbionts) (64, 66, 67) , where amino acids are obtained from the host environment.
Several additional lines of evidence point toward TM6 as possibly having a symbiotic lifestyle. The phylogenetic affiliations of roughly 10% of the CDSs had best hits to known facultative symbionts or obligate symbionts including Parachlamydia acanthamoebae, Candidatus Protochlamydia amoebophilia (Chlamydiae), Candidatus Ameobophilus asiaticus, Legionella, Francisella (Gammaproteobacteria) Rickettsia (Alphaproteobacteria), Borrelia (Spirochaetales), and Planctomyces (Planctomycetaceae). (SI Appendix, Table S5 ). A recent study reported that an obligate endosymbiont, Candidatus Ameobophilus asiaticus, of a free-living amoeba, also lacking almost all amino acid biosynthesis pathways, contains a large fraction of proteins with eukaryotic domains (67, 68) . It was demonstrated that these domains are also significantly enriched in the genomes of other amoeba-associated bacteria (including Legionella pneumophilia, Ricksettsia bellii, Francisella tularensis, and M. avium). TM6 also contains several of these eukaryotic domains within predicted coding regions such as ankyrin repeats (eight identified), an F-box domain protein, tetratricopeptide repeat TPR_1, and WD-40 repeat domains (five identified). Based on the fact that TM6 remains uncultivated to date despite being observed globally and across diverse environments also suggests a host such as a free-living amoeba. Such bacteria would likely only yield to cultivation if it was co-isolated with the host species for which it is symbiotically associated. Amoebas are also well known to be globally distributed across diverse environments (67, 69) , which could explain the distribution of TM6. In relation to where we recovered this TM6 genome, often studies of hospital water networks (taps and showerheads) yield many amoeba and their associated bacteria (18, 70) . These studies are conducted mainly to evaluate the role of pathogenic amoeba-associated bacteria such as Legionella and Parachlamydia in hospital-acquired infections. A direct report of finding TM6-related 16S rRNA gene signatures associated amoeba hosts was not found in our investigations. So far, in terms of host-related systems, TM6 have been reported as part of the consortia of bacteria intimately associated with marine sponges (35) . In the absence of direct evidence, further detailed work is needed to determine the association, if any exists, between members of TM6 and eukaryotic hosts.
Overall, the genomic information presented here may help guide cultivation efforts and efforts to further elucidate the function and ecology for this organism. Further application of this approach in other environments may greatly increase the likelihood of capturing and assembling genomes of elusive, low-abundance microorganisms that continue to remain unyielding to culturing approaches.
Methods
Isolation of Bacterial Cells from Sink Material. Sink drain samples were collected with sterile cotton-tipped swabs from a publicly accessible restroom adjacent to an emergency waiting room. The initial sample was fixed with ethanol and vortexed briefly for 20 s (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). The sample was filtered through a 35-μm filter. A 2-mL cushion of prechilled Nycodenz gradient solution (Nycoprep Universal, Axis Shield) was placed in a 17-mL ultracentrifuge tube, and 6 mL of supernatant was placed gently over the Nycodenz cushion. The pair of balanced tubes was centrifuged at 9,000 × g for 20 min at 4°C in an ultracentrifuge SW32.1 rotor. The visible cloudy interface containing the bacterial cells was collected gently and mixed by inversion to create a suspension.
Sorting of Single Cells by Flow Cytometry. Single-cell sorting was performed on a custom FACS Aria II as described (6) . FACS detection was performed on the Nycodenz fractionated bacteria-enriched sample. Filter-sterilized (0.2 μm) PBS (1×) was used as sheath fluid and for sample dilution. Unstained and SYBR Green I (0.5×)-stained material was 35-μm filtered, and a 1:1,000 dilution was assessed for event rate at low flow rate (<2,000 total events/s) and adjusted if necessary. A low flow rate is critical to reduce the likelihood of sorting coincident events. Events were sorted into 4 μL of a low EDTA TE (10 mM Tris, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) and immediately frozen on dry ice and held there until transfer to −80°C for storage before processing.
Multiple Displacement Amplification. MDA was performed in a 384-well format using a GenomiPhi HY kit (GE Healthcare) using a custom Agilent BioCel robotic system (outlined in SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ). Briefly, cells were lysed by addition of 2 μL of alkaline lysis solution (645 mM KOH, 265 mM DTT, 2.65 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) and then incubated for 10 min at 4°C. After lysis, 7 μL of a neutralization solution (2.8 μL of 1,290 mM Tris·Cl, pH 4.5, and 4.2 μL of GE Healthcare Sample Buffer) was added, followed by 12 μL of GenomiPhi master mix (10.8 μL of GE Healthcare Reaction Buffer and 1.2 μL GE Healthcare Enzyme Mix) for a reaction volume of 25 μL. Reactions were incubated at 30°C for 16 h followed by a 10-min inactivation step at 65°C. MDA yield was determined by Picogreen assay. MDAs with yields ≥50 ng/μL were set aside for the purpose of this study as the relationship between yield and MDA quality is unclear. No-template-control MDA reactions were included to reveal any contaminating sequences and processed in parallel through 16S rRNA gene PCR analysis. These negative controls lacking a sorted cell were run in parallel to determine the relative amount and identity of contaminating bacterial DNA in the MDA reagents, a necessary standard practice in single-cell genomics due to the highly processive strand displacement activity of the phi29 DNA polymerase (71) (72) (73) . Further amplification of selected MDAs to generate 100-200 μg for sequencing and archival storage was performed as described above with 150-1,500 ng of the original MDA as template.
PCR and Analysis of 16S rRNAs. Using the Biocel robotics platform processing plates in a 384-well format, 16S rRNA was amplified from diluted MDA product (1:20 into TE) using universal bacterial primers 27f and 1492r (74) as follows: 94°C for 3 min, 35 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s, 72°C for 90 s, and 72°C for 10 min. PCR products were treated with exonuclease I and shrimp alkaline phosphatase (both from Fermentas) before direct cycle sequencing with 27f and 1492r primers at the Joint Technology Center (J. Craig Venter Institute, Rockville, MD). 16S rRNA gene trace files were analyzed and trimmed with the CLC Workbench software program (CLC Bio). Sanger read lengths of less than 200 bp were discarded. Only a minority of 16S rRNA read pairs could form a contig, and in some cases only the forward or reverse read was used to establish taxonomy. Chromatogram quality was assessed manually, and MDAs with both forward and reverse reads of poor quality were excluded from further analysis. MDAs with 16S taxonomy similar to those in MDA and 16S PCR reactions with no template DNA added were excluded from further analysis.
All full-length 16S rRNA sequences from the three assemblies were 100% identical. A BLASTN analysis against the SILVA SSU Ref NR 102 database (54) was performed to classify the 16S sequences taxonomically and to determine their relationship to TM6. An additional analysis was performed against public databases to retrieve neighboring TM6 and related bacterial sequences for generation of 16S rRNA phylogenetic trees. The 16S rRNA gene phylogenetic tree was created by aligning the related sequences against the SILVA alignment with mothur 1.19.4, triming to eliminate gap-only positions and creating a maximum-likelihood tree with PhyML version 20110919 (70) . A phylogenetic-marker gene tree was created by using the AMPHORA2 pipeline (57, 58) . AMPHORA2 uses a hidden Markov model trained on a reference database of 571 fully sequenced bacterial genomes to identify and align gene sequences belonging to 31 marker genes. Twenty-nine of these genes could be identified in TM6 and were used in the downstream phylogenic analyses (SI Appendix, Table S2 ). A single large alignment was generated by concatenating the masked HMM-generated AMPHORA2 alignments from 29 genes. As the AMPHORA2 alignments contained information from hundreds of genomes, a phylogenetically representative subset of the alignment was created for computational feasibility. This alignment was used to create a maximum-likelihood tree with PhyML version 20110919 (70) using the Whelan and Goldman (WAG) amino acid evolutionary model (75) .
Library Construction and Sequencing. Illumina sequencing on the GAII platform was performed on the amplified genomic material using the Genome Analyzer II System according to the manufacturer's specifications. Three TM6 MDAs were barcoded and pooled for a single-lane generating reads totaling 23 GB of data and 85 million reads that passed a quality score >20.
Single-Cell Assemblies. Assemblies were produced using Velvet-SC (27) and SPAdes (31) and CLC Bio Version 5.1 (CLC Bio). All three are based on the de Bruijn graph. The first two assemblers have been adapted for uneven coverage found in single-cell MDA datasets. For Velvet-SC, we assembled the data with vertex size k = 55. For SPAdes, we iterated over vertex sizes k = 21, 33, and 55.
Contig Binning Methods and Annotation. A 273-kb contig in MDA2 with an average GC content of 36% contained a 16S rRNA gene with a flanking 23S. The 16S rRNA gene had a top BLAST hit to a member of TM6. Taxonomic affiliations of the predicted protein sequences derived from this contig were also assigned using APIS (42) . APIS generates a phylogenetic tree for each ORF in a genomic or metagenomic sample using homologous proteins from PhyloDB 1.05, a J. Craig Venter Institute database containing proteins from all publically available complete genomes as of August 15, 2012 . APIS classifies each ORF taxonomically and functionally based on their phylogenetic position. An independent metagenomic binning approach using an autonomous method, PCA, of the penta-nucleotide frequency, followed by k-means clustering was used. A second independent approach used MGTAXA software (http://mgtaxa.jcvi.org), which performs taxonomic classification of metagenomic sequences with machine-learning techniques. The 273-kb contig containing the TM6 16S rRNA was used as the input sequence in training sets to classify all remaining contigs from the three assemblies using MGTAXA. Identified contigs from the intersection of the separate approaches sharing a GC content of 36 ± 2% were chosen as the final set of contigs. MDA2 had the largest number of base pairs and was concatenated to allow comparisons to the MDA1 and MDA3 contig sets. Whole-contig set comparisons were carried out using ProgressiveMauve (43) and the LAST alignment tool (44) . The assembly from MDA2 that represented the largest assembled genome was annotated using the J. Craig Venter Institute metagenomic annotation pipeline (www.jcvi.org/cms/research/projects/annotation-service/overview/), which uses Metagene for gene calling (76) . A combination of databases and tools including BLAST, RAST (77) , as well as MG-RAST (78) uploaded with nucleotide sequences for the CDS, were used to assess a consensus on the pathways and processes predicted for the TM6 genome. (111)  HMM  TM6 genome  cgtA  TIGR02729  -pyrG  TIGR00337  +  coaE  TIGR00152  -recA  TIGR02012  +  fmt  TIGR00460  -rfbA  TIGR00082  +  ligA  TIGR00575  -rplA  TIGR01169  +  pgk  PF00162  -rplB  TIGR01171  +  pheT  TIGR00472  -rplC  PF00297  +  proS  TIGR00409  -rplD  PF00573  +  rnc  TIGR02191  -rplE  PF00281  +  rpoC  TIGR02387  -rplF  PF00347  +  secE  TIGR00964  -rplI  TIGR00158  +  dnaK  TIGR02350  +  rplJ  PF00466  +  ffh  TIGR00959  +  rplK  TIGR01632  +  glyS  TIGR00388  +  rplL  TIGR00855  +  glyS  TIGR00389  +  rplM  TIGR01066  +  gmk  TIGR03263  +  rplN  TIGR01067  +  gyrB  TIGR01059  +  rplO  TIGR01071  +  ksgA  TIGR00755  +  rplP  TIGR01164  +  proS  TIGR00408  +  rplQ  TIGR00059  +  rpoC  TIGR02386  +  rplR  TIGR00060  +  uvrB  TIGR00631  +  rplS  TIGR01024  +  prfA  TIGR00019  +  rplT  TIGR01032  +  alaS  TIGR00344  +  rplU  TIGR00061  +  argS  PF00750  +  rplV  TIGR01044  +  aspS  TIGR00459  +  rplW  PF00276  +  cysS  TIGR00435  +  rplX  TIGR01079  +  dnaA  TIGR00362  +  rpmA  TIGR00062  +  dnaG  TIGR01391  +  rpmB  TIGR00009  +  dnaN  TIGR00663  +  rpmC  TIGR00012  +  dnaX  TIGR02397  +  rpmF  TIGR01031  +  engA  TIGR03594  +  rpmH  TIGR01030  +  era  TIGR00436  +  rpmI  TIGR00001  +  frr  TIGR00496  +  rpoA  TIGR02027  +  ftsY  TIGR00064  +  rpoB  TIGR02013  +  grpE  PF01025  +  rpsB  TIGR01011  +  gyrA  TIGR01063  +  rpsC  TIGR01009  +  hisS  TIGR00442  +  rpsD  TIGR01017  +  ileS  TIGR00392  +  rpsE  TIGR01021  +  infB  TIGR00487  +  rpsF  TIGR00166  +  infC  TIGR00168  +  rpsG  TIGR01029  +  lepA  TIGR01393  +  rpsH  PF00410  +  leuS  TIGR00396  +  rpsI  PF00380  +  mnmA  TIGR00420  +  rpsJ  TIGR01049  +  mraW  PF01795  +  rpsK  PF00411  +  nusA  TIGR01953  +  rpsL  TIGR00981  +  nusG  TIGR00922  +  rpsM  PF00416  +  pheS  TIGR00468  +  rpsO  TIGR00952  +  pheT  TIGR00472  +  rpsP  TIGR00002  +  rpsT  TIGR00029  +  rpsQ  PF00366  +  secA  TIGR00963  +  rpsR  TIGR00165  +  secG  TIGR00810  +  rpsS  TIGR01050  +  secY  TIGR00967  +  serS  TIGR00414  +  smpB  TIGR00086  +  thrS  TIGR00418  +  tig  TIGR00115  +  tilS  TIGR02432  +  tsf  TIGR00116  +  tyrS  TIGR00234  +  valS  TIGR00422  +  ybeY  TIGR00043  +  ychF  TIGR00092  +   Table S2 . Conserved single copy gene list (111) and presence within TM6SC1 genome. Putative CRISPR XR138021 Identical repeats (TTTCAAAAGTTATCCACC) encoding a putative disease resistance protein RGA4-like. Repeats flank both sides of a noncoding putative spacer fragment (no CRISPR leading fragment detected)
